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ICC Arrest Warrant for Vladimir Putin for “Kidnapping Ukrainian Children”, Russia Accused of
“Genocide-like Deportation” at the Switzerland Peace Conference

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, June 18, 2024

Starting in 2014, thousands of Donbass families including children were provided safe haven
in  Russia,  as  part  of  a  humanitarian  initiative  under  the  auspices  of   Moscow’s
Ministry  of  Emergency Situations.  Russian  families  have welcomed them and provided
assistance. Many of the children who were provided safe haven in Russia are orphans
whose parents were killed by the Azov Battalion.

The Failure of Switzerland’s Burgenstock “War-Peace Conference”, Russia Not Invited

By Peter Koenig, June 18, 2024

From  the  get-go,  way  back  in  the  planning  stage,  the  Swiss-sponsored  Burgenstock
Conference on  Ukraine  (15  and 16  June),  was  a  failure.  Why?  Because  there  was  no
willingness by the “neutral” Swiss Government to invite Russia, the key partner for real
Peace Talks, to the negotiating table.

Up to Half a Million NATO Soldiers Waiting to Enter Ukraine. “Offensive Oriented”, Preparing
for “a Large Confrontation”. Drago Bosnic

By Drago Bosnic, June 18, 2024

Quoting a senior NATO official, the Defense Post reports that “[the alliance] countries have
comfortably  exceeded  a  target  of  placing  300,000  troops  on  high-readiness”.  The
mainstream propaganda machine insists these forces are there to allegedly “stave off any
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potential Russian attack”.

Child Deaths in VAERS — Much Higher Than Reported!

By Dr. William Makis, June 18, 2024

I  have  been  able  to  confirm  a  lot  of  these  deaths  myself.  Here  are  182  post  COVID-19
vaccine CHILD DEATHSs with “Age” left BLANK. It’s actually shocking how many VAERS
reports of CHILD DEATHS there are, that don’t have the child’s age entered in the proper
location.

St. Petersburg International Economic Forum (SPIEF) 2024: Marking the Rise of the Global
South Century and Decline of Western Economies

By George Eliason, June 17, 2024

The St. Petersburg International Economic Forum, an annual event bringing together global
leaders, policymakers, and influential business figures, took place in St. Petersburg, Russia
from June 5th to 8th, 2024. Attendees representing 130 countries and roughly 3 billion
people worldwide attended. This year, SPIEF’s theme was “The Foundations of a Multipolar
World – The Formation of New Areas of Growth.”

When the Lie Becomes the “Truth”

By Mark Taliano, June 17, 2024

How long did it take for “alternate” or legacy media journalists to finally acknowledge that
there are no “moderate rebels” in Syria and that the West and its agencies support al Qaeda
and ISIS in Syria and beyond?

D-Day 2024. Diana Johnstone

By Diana Johnstone, June 17, 2024

Ceremonies  were  held  last  week  commemorating  the  80th  anniversary  of  Operation
Overlord, the Anglo-American landing on the beaches of Normandy that took place on June
6,  1944,  known  as  D-Day.   For  the  very  first  time,  the  Russians  were  ostentatiously  not
invited  to  take  part  in  the  ceremonies.  
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